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Sincere Singaporeans

A delegation of seven members of “The Sincere Group” from Singapore, led by Ms. Leona
Wong, visited the Duang Prateep Foundation on 9 November. They came to provide educational
materials and other essentials items to the children in our kindergarten and community children’s
centers, as well as at the New Life Project in Kanchanaburi. “The Sincere Group” members have
been undertaking these humanitarian visits to us on an annual basis for more than twenty years,
and parties for the kids are also generously sponsored by the group.
Khru Prateep, staff members, teachers and students welcomed the visitors upon arrival. The
children also entertained them with dance performances, after which a special lunch was
provided at the DPF Kindergarten for all the young children and the nineteen students sponsored
individually by Sincere Group members.

Real Estate Agents Ride In

Prior to their find-raising bicycle ride to southern Thailand (organized by Hands Across the
Water) a group of Australian representatives from the L.J. Hooker Group of real estate agents,
led by Frank Newton, paid a visit to the Duang Prateep Foundation on November 16. While here,
they provided lunch and ice cream for the kids at the kindergarten. The Aussies were also
interested to learn about the foundation’s projects and to see the children’s living conditions in
the local community. The bike riders have all raised sponsorship money to help poor children in
Thailand. And on their way south will stop in at the DPF’s New Life Project at Chumporn
province, before ending their journey at Baan Tharn Namchai in Phang-nga province, several
days later.

Friends from Germany
Long-time friends and supporters of the DPF,
Mr.Juergen and Ms.Veeravan Geopfert, the
Founder of Freunde der Duang Prateep
Foundation e.V. in Germany visited the
Foundation on 17 November to update
themselves on the progress of our projects. He
set up the association to support DPF in 2000 to
fund raising the foundation’s activities to help
the underprivileged in Germany since 2000.

______________________________________________________________
Kind "Uncle" Per
"Uncle" Per Tornqvist from Sweden visited the children at the New Life
project at Kanchanaburi on 20 November. He is a long-time supporter of
the DPF and he greeted the children with a warm smile and provided
them with delicious pizza - a rare treat for our kids.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Aussies Come to Visit NLPK
Six Australian youths landed in the Kanchanaburi New Life
Project (NLPK) on 21-27 November to experience Thai
culture and to help with some needed maintenance jobs and
chores around the centre. The group, led by Kaye Shaw and
Jenny McNamara, immediately immersed themselves in Thai
traditions, like making krathongs to float on the water in the
Loy Krathong Festival and dressing up in traditional Thai
costumes for a “fashion show”. They also went on a field trip
to visit the Krasae Cave and the Hellfire Pass museum, which
commemorates all the prisoners of war, including many Australians, who died while constructing
the Thai-Burma “Death” Railway in World War II. During the trip, they also stopped off for an
elephant ride.

Back at NLPK the Aussies set about freshening up the paint on the water tanks, playground
equipment and basketball court. They also joined our children in planting organic vegetables and
cooking up a storm in the bakery. But evenings were for relaxation, and they got together with
the kids for some light-hearted sports and games. But all good things must come to an end, and
they finished up with a splash when the Australians took all the NLPK children on a fun trip to
the seaside, at Cha-am Beach in Phetchaburi Province.

______________________________________________________________________________

Swiss Visitors
Mr. Stefan and Mrs. Elizabeth Zappa (who
founded the Blind Cow Restaurant for the Blind)
from Switzerland visited the DPF on November
29. They are members of the Swiss Supporting
Association of the DPF, and they were here to see
our activities and discuss about next year’s
project to support poor children.
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